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Background  —  one way in!  one way out! 

Shropshire Council Planners propose that 70 residential dwellings be built on land forming 

part of Snatchfields Farm estate within the 2016-2036 SamDev window.  

The site enjoys an elevated position within an AONB and is bounded on its southerly 

aspect by a bridleway, forming part of the Jack Mytton Way, providing direct footpath 

access to the surrounding hills and countryside. 

Development of this site has been proposed, and refused or withdrawn, on a number of 

previous occasions. There are many  grounds for refusal, including the dangerous and 

intimidating nature of the access road and the negative environmental impact for 

residents living on, what is effectively, a rural cul-de-sac.  This ‘one way in; one way out’ 

vehicular access has a 200m steep, narrow, pavement free, rural lane bottleneck section 

where vehicles and pedestrians routinely come into involuntary conflict. 

In the spirit of helping Shropshire Council’s Local Planning & Highways Departments 

make the right decision for the right reasons  - local residents have, for the first time, 

mounted their own traffic movement surveys to scientifically quantify and 

photographically record the existing inherent risks. 

Residents are genuinely worried about the deteriorating road safety as the cul-de-sac has 

already seen many new households added in recent years. 
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Background  —  one way in!  one way out! 

The proposed and only vehicular access route forms part of a larger rural cul-de-sac with 

all Snatchfields traffic gaining access via the adopted section of Clive Avenue (see map 

on next page)  The roads comprising the rural cul-de-sac are: 

  The Bridleways     Chelmick Drive 

  Chelmick Close     Clive Avenue (adopted section) 

  Clive Avenue (unadopted section)  Poplar Drive 

  Ragleth Road      Snatchfields Lane 

The whole rural cul-de-sac network currently comprises approximately 140 residential 

dwellings.  Of this total, 120 households solely have vehicular access via the Clive 

Avenue Conflict Area.  The 10 additional Clive Avenue ‘infill’ homes expected to be built 

during the next 5 years plus a 70 home development of Snatchfields would take the total 

household count to 220 dwellings. This would result in 200 households using the Clive 

Avenue Conflict Area for vehicular access, an increase of  two-thirds! 

Since 2010 the Clive Avenue household count has increased by 20 dwellings with at 

least another 10 to come!  The number of households will have doubled by c.2025! 
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Background  —  one way in!  one way out! 

Direct vehicular access to 

the proposed 

development site is 

limited to a single route 

turning from Watling 

Street South into  Clive 

Avenue (adopted section) 

Ragleth Road and then 

Chelmick Drive. 

 

There are around 80 residential dwellings located on the ‘direct access’ route - 

consequently these residents will experience a doubling of traffic movements. 

Ragleth Road  residents currently have vehicles from c. 40 Chelmick Drive  & Close 

households passing their front doors  -  under SamDev proposals, passing traffic volumes 

would nearly triple to a 110 household supply.   
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Background  —  one way in!  one way out! 

The Clive Avenue Conflict Area [CACA] runs 

for approximately 200 metres; is not wide 

enough to allow two vehicles to pass safely; 

has no pedestrian pavements or designated 

refuges, has no on-road parking restrictions 

and has challenging, complex road junctions 

at either end. 

Under the SamDev proposals, and other 

windfall homes already approved,  the 

number of households using the CACA 

would rise from around 120 to 200+.  

The whole cul-de-sac network is already 

heavily used by pedestrians, from local 

residents walking to the shops through to 

visiting walkers/cyclists seeking access to the 

local hills, woodlands and nature reserve. 

There are a small number of mobility 

scooter users too. 
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Background  -  one way in!  one way out! 

 

Basically, the problems residents are already facing are dangerous situations like this: 

Both these incidents were photographed within the span of a single hour! 

And this: 
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Background  —  one way in!  one way out! 

 

The only certainty is the roads in question have become busier since the development of 

the Snatchfields site was last proposed and withdrawn.  This is due to numerous ‘in-fill’ 

type housing developments within the rural cul-de-sac, predominantly in Clive Avenue.  

The cumulative impact over time has arguably amplified road safety risks and traffic 

intimidation issues, particularly for pedestrians and cyclists. 

 

We appreciate that both Shropshire Council’s Planning & Highways Departments cover a 

large landlocked county and do not have the time and resources to analyse the microcosm 

of every development access route. The real experts are the local residents, but in order to  

exert influence over the decision making process it is imperative to provide credible 

evidence to show proof of well formed local opinion.  For this reason, this report goes to 

great lengths to visually communicate the true character of the rural cul-de-sac and its 

inherent risks for all road users, be they residents or visitors; pedestrians, drivers or riders. 
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Methodology 

 

Residents have conducted parts 1 & 2 of a 4-stage study comprising: 

1] Winter Traffic Survey - 2 X12 hours survey - 7.00am to 7.00pm - Mon & Sat 

 

2] Spring Traffic Survey - 2 X12 hours survey - 7.00am to 7.00pm - Tues & Sat 

 

3] Residents’ Experiences Survey - paper based, self-completion questionnaire 

covering road usage; off and on road parking and capturing any positive or 

negative historical road user experiences. 

4] Road Safety Partnership  -  to seek a ‘case study’ partnership with a recognised, 

authoritative, road safety or transport research body. 

This Report deals with Stages 1 & 2 . A  separate Stage 3 report will be published once 

results and analysis are to hand. 

Stage 1 was conducted 7.00am to 7.00pm on both Monday 28 January and Saturday 2 

February 2019.  Stage 2 was conducted 7.00am to 7.00pm on both Saturday  27 April and 

Tuesday 30 April 2019.   

 

Weather & Daylight 

The weather for both Stage 1 days was 

dry, extended sunny periods,  

temperature around 0°C; road surfaces 

dry and free of ice, frost.  Drivers  

travelling up Clive Avenue often did so 

into the glare of direct sunlight.  

Otherwise, visibility was good  -  no 

ground mist or fog.  Storm Hannah ‘s 

very high winds and torrential rain raged 

throughout Stage 2 Saturday, but the 

ensuing Tuesday was mild, bright with no 

rainfall. Daylight: Stage 2  was entirely 

conducted in daylight,; Stage 1 started 

about an hour before sunrise and 

finished just over two hours after sunset. 
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Methodology 

 

The Traffic Surveys are conducted from a fixed observation point being Watling Street 

South [WSS] at the northern most junction with Crossways (see image on page 11). This 

allows both the WSS j/w Clive Avenue [CA] to be observed and the primary Clive Hill 

Conflict Area which rises uphill from the road junction/observation point.  

 

The Traffic Surveys were conducted by community volunteer Observers who completed 

dedicated hourly interval record sheets recording the traffic movements for: 

     Private Cars 

     Commercial Vehicles 

     Cyclists 

     Adult Pedestrians 

     Child Pedestrians 

Observers were also asked to record any notable events including any traffic movement 

conflicts on the Clive Avenue Conflict Area. Some Observers used their cameras to record 

certain events and these images have been made available for publication. Images have 

only been modified in the interest of privacy by masking faces, vehicle registration 

numbers etc. 

 

Observers worked fixed 2 hours shifts to avoid the effects of fatigue compromising accurate 

data recording. 

 

Weather and road surface conditions likewise recorded. 

 

Mobility Scooter traffic was recorded in the notes section 
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Traffic Survey Areas 1 & 2  

The survey collected data for two 

different areas: 

Survey Area 1:  

All pedestrian, cyclist and motorised 

transport entering and exiting Clive 

Avenue at the junction with Watling 

Street South - this included all 

movements in and out of 

Snatchfields Lane/The Bridleways.  

 

 

 

 

Survey Area 2:  

All pedestrian, cyclist and motorised 

transport specifically passing 

through the Clive Avenue Conflict 

Area - excluding all movements in 

and out of Snatchfields Lane.  

 

Close attention was paid to 

monitoring pedestrian movements in 

and out of Snatchfields Lane which 

has a bridleway link to the 

southernmost ends of Chelmick 

Drive & Chelmick Close. 

Note:  The pedestrian data for Survey Area 1 & 2 is understated as usage of the Coffin Path footpath 

could not be monitored from the designated observation point. The footpath is at the higher end of the 

Clive Avenue Conflict Area - despite its narrowness this popular footpath provides the shortest pedestrian 

access route to the Co-Op supermarket and Church Stretton Medical Centre. 
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Road & Junction Notes 

 

Clive Avenue j/w Watling Street South Junction 

This is a complex and challenging junction for drivers and pedestrians to navigate safely. 

Vehicles parking right up the junction mouth boundary, recessed private driveways and 

high hedges add to the risks. 
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Road & Junction Notes 

 

Watling Street South [WSS] 

 

Is a busy, long, straight residential street with an eclectic mix of housing dating from the 

Edwardian era to of more recent date. Many properties have little or no off road parking, 

so on road parking on both sides of the road is heavy particularly on the section south of 

Clive Avenue. Given the linear Roman road character, drivers heading north NE along WSS 

(as in the image below) in good daylight have a clear and long view ahead with the weight 

of parking making it impossible for opposing traffic to pass.  Consequently, some vehicles 

travel at excessive speed trying to clear the long bottleneck before an opposing vehicle 

looms into view, sometimes crossing the Clive Avenue junction at high speed.  
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Road & Junction Notes 

 

Watling Street South [WSS] 

 

A nursing home is located on the NE corner of the WSS/CA junction with its WSS accessed 

car park and ambulance bay in proximity to the junction. Opposite the nursing home is the 

Methodist Chapel and Hall; the former holds regular services, funerals, weddings etc, 

which can result in heavy parking in the area of the junction.  The Hall hosts  numerous 

events and groups including a Mother & Toddler Club. 

 

• Some vehicles use the relatively wide CA mouth as a turning circle, whilst others park 

right on the junction at, or close to, the post box to deposit mail. 

• Vehicles parked in WSS and Crossways often do so up to the junction boundary.  This 

makes it difficult for traffic turning onto WSS from CA and Crossways to see 

approaching traffic, which often crosses the junction at high speed — 40 to 50 mph. 

• Traffic turning left from WSS northerly section into CA often does so at speed without 

braking risking a ‘T’ Bone collision with vehicles joining CA from Snatchfields Lane. 
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Road & Junction Notes 

 

Clive Avenue Conflict Area [CACA] 

The lower, adopted section is little more 

than a country lane originally developed 

to serve a single property, the Edwardian 

house Overdale further up CA. A few 

years ago the lane abutted a donkey field. 

For an approximate 200 metre stretch 

the lane, which is on a steep incline, 

narrows so two cars cannot safely pass 

each other; there are no pavements or 

official pedestrian refuges. Several 

private drives access CA on this stretch 

but are recessed making vehicular exiting 

a near blind, daunting experience.  

The lane is also used by country walkers, runners, cyclists etc. to access 

Snatchfields, Ragleth hill and a local nature reserve. There is a considerable 

volume of pedestrian traffic which is boosted in the summer by fair weather 

walkers. Cars, commercial vehicles and even campervans often park on this 

narrow section of road disrupting traffic flow and amplifying pedestrian risk. 
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Road & Junction Notes 

 

Clive Avenue [CA] 

Further up, CA kinks right to meet Ragleth Road [RR] with the unadopted CA 

then continuing sharp right a 90° right bend. Traffic travelling up through the 

CACA often drives on the opposite side of the road in order to turn into RR 

without braking. Consequently, vehicles travelling down the unadopted CA 

sometimes have to perform an emergency stop to avoid a collision. The 

unadopted section of CA receives no Shropshire Council funded winter salting 

treatment, despite the local residents’ association offering to pay for the 

service. Consequently, there is a winter risk of vehicles losing control on CA 

just above the junction with RR - the risk is amplified by local springs which 

leach onto the road surface during the winter, freezing to form black ice. 

 

Since 2010, 14 houses and 6 apartments have been added to the CA 

household count without any regard to the incremental impact on road safety. 

A further 10 infill dwellings are already planned for CA alone - further 

compounding the existing demonstrable, serious road safety issues. In the 15 

years to 2025 we expect the CA household count to have doubled. 
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Road & Junction Notes 

 

Clive Avenue [CA] 
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Road & Junction Notes 

 

Ragleth Road [RR] 

 

The road surface in RR is not in great shape and the juxtaposition of drains results in 

drivers generally avoiding  driving over them, further narrowing the road.  
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Road & Junction Notes 

 

Chelmick Drive [CD] & Chelmick Close [CC] 

 

CD is a quiet residential road mainly comprising small bungalows in the top, eastern two-

thirds and larger houses  at the lower, western end.  CC is situated at the southern end of 

CD. Both roads comprise of no more than 40 dwellings. Visitors, delivery and service 

vehicles generally park in the road. 
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Road & Junction Notes 

 

Chelmick Drive [CD] & Chelmick Close [CC] 

 

A Bridleway runs from  Snatchfields Lane to CD & CC, and then continues on to 

Snatchfields Farm and open countryside. 
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Road & Junction Notes 

 

Snatchfields Bridleway Views  - West (top) and East (bottom) 
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Road & Junction Notes 

 

Snatchfields Bridleway Views  - North (top) and South West (bottom) 
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Survey Data  Results & Observations  

Part 1: Monday 28 January 2019 
Dry, Very Sunny and Cold (0°C) 

Part 1: Saturday 2 February 2019 
Dry, Very Sunny and Cold (0°C) 

Part 2: Saturday 27 April 2019 
Storm Hannah!  Very high winds, rain all day, but mild  

Part 2: Tuesday 30 April 2019 
Dry, Very Sunny and Mild 
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Part 1 
 

Monday 28 January 2019 

Dry, Very Sunny and Cold (0°C) 

& 

Saturday 2 February 2019 

Dry, Very Sunny and Cold (0°C) 
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Traffic Area 1 Results - Monday, 28 January 2019  -  7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Traffic entering / leaving Clive Avenue j/w Watling street South. 

There were a total of 851 vehicle and pedestrian movements over the 12 hour period  - 

the busiest peak hours were 8.00am to 4.00pm accounting for 611 movements (72%). 

In total pedestrians/cyclists accounted for 28% of all movements over the 12 hour survey 

period, but for the peak period the proportion rose to 32% - nearly one-third of all traffic 

movements. 

The peak hours for child pedestrian movements are 8.00am to 9.00am and 3.00pm to 

4.00pm — pupils walking to school. During these two 1 hour periods there were a total of 

150 movements:  19 (13%) were child movements and 35 (23%) were adult pedestrian/

cyclist movements. Pedestrian footfall accounts for 36%, more than a third of traffic 

movements during the two 1 hour ‘school walk’ periods. 

The 140 households on the full Snatchfields Rural Cul-de-Sac each accounted for an 

average of 6 movements over the 12 hour survey period. Over a full 24 hour period we 

could reasonably expect that average to rise to 8 movements per household, realising a 

total of 1120 movements. 

On this basis, 220 households (the existing 120 + Snatchfields 70 + 10 CA infill sites 

already approved) would generate 1760 vehicle and pedestrian movements per 

weekday, an additional load of 640 (+57%)  movements.   

TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS  -  CLIVE AVENUE  j/w  WATLING ST SOUTH  -  28 JANUARY 2019 
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Traffic Area 1 Results - Monday, 28 January 2019  -  7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Traffic entering leaving Clive Avenue j/w Watling Street South 

12 hour period 7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Total count: 

    Cars     494 

    Commercial    121 

    Adult Pedestrians  197 

    Child Pedestrians    30 

    Cyclists        9 

Total movement count     851 

TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS  -  CLIVE AVENUE  j/w  WATLING ST SOUTH  -  28 JANUARY 2019 
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Traffic Area 1 Results - Saturday, 2 February 2019  -  7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Traffic entering / leaving Clive Avenue j/w Watling Street South 

There were a total of 639 vehicle and pedestrian movements over the 12 hour period  - the 

busiest peak hours were 10.00am to 3.00pm accounting for 372 movements (58%). 

In total pedestrians/cyclists accounted for 43% of all movements over the 12 hour survey 

period, but for the 5 hour peak period (10.00am to 3.00pm) the proportion rose to over 

46% with pedestrians and cyclists numbers almost matching motorised vehicles. 

Child pedestrian movements, accounted for 5% of all movements and were more evenly 

spread over the survey period relative to the corresponding weekday results. 

In addition, two mobility scooter movements were noted during the observation period. 

 

TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS  -  CLIVE AVENUE  j/w  WATLING ST SOUTH  -  02 FEBRUARY 2019 
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Traffic Area 1 Results - Saturday, 2 February 2019  -  7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Traffic entering / leaving Clive Avenue j/w Watling street South. 

 

Total count: 

    Cars     338 

    Commercial      28 

    Adult Pedestrians  229 

    Child Pedestrians    32 

    Cyclists      12 

Total movement count     639 

    + Mobility Scooter      2 

TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS  -  CLIVE AVENUE  j/w  WATLING ST SOUTH  -  02 FEBRUARY 2019 
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Traffic Area 2 Results - Monday, 28 January 2019  -  7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Traffic passing through the 200m Clive Avenue Conflict Area 

There were a total of 702 vehicle and pedestrian movements over the 12 hour period  - 

the busiest peak hours were 8.00am to 4.00pm accounting for 491 movements (70%). 

In total pedestrians/cyclists accounted for 23% of all movements over the 12 hour survey 

period, but for the peak period the proportion rose to 27% - more than a quarter of all 

traffic movements. 

The peak hours for child pedestrian movements are 8.00am to 9.00am and 3.00pm to 

4.00pm — pupils walking to school. During these two 1 hour periods there were a total of 

133 movements:  19 (14%) were child movements and 26 (20%) were adult pedestrian/

cyclist movements.  Pedestrian footfall accounts for 34%, more than a third of traffic 

movements during the two 1 hour ‘school walk’ periods. 

The existing 120 households that have vehicular access to Church Stretton solely via the 

Clive Avenue Conflict Area accounted for 543 vehicle movements over the 12 hour survey 

period, an average of 4.5 vehicle movements per household. Over a full 24 hour period 

we would reasonably expect that average to rise to 6 movements per household, per day. 

The addition of 80 further households (Snatchfields 70 + 10 infill sites already approved) 

will increase vehicular movements by 67% and possibly more in poor weather. 

TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS  -  CLIVE AVENUE CONFLICT AREA  -  28 JANUARY 2019 
TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS  -  CLIVE AVENUE CONFLICT AREA  -  28 JANUARY 2019 
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Traffic Area 2 Results - Monday, 28 January 2019  -  7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Traffic passing through the 200m Clive Avenue Conflict Area 

12 hour period 7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Total count: 

    Cars     442 

    Commercial    101 

    Adult Pedestrians  123 

    Child Pedestrians    30 

    Cyclists        6 

Total movement count     702 

TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS  -  CLIVE AVENUE CONFLICT AREA  -  28 JANUARY 2019 
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Traffic Area 2 Results - Saturday, 2 February 2019  -  7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Traffic passing through the 200m Clive Avenue Conflict Area 

There were a total of 505 vehicle and pedestrian movements over the 12 hour period  - 

the busiest peak hours were 10.00am to 3.00pm accounting for 287movements (57%). 

Total pedestrians/cyclists accounted for 33% of all movements over the 12 hour survey 

period, but for the 5 hour peak period (10.00am to 3.00pm) the proportion rose to over 

35% - overall, a third of all movements were foot or pedal powered. 

Child pedestrian movements, accounted for 6% of all movements, were more evenly 

spread over the survey period relative to the corresponding weekday results. 

In the event of Snatchfields being developed we recognise that the incremental pedestrian 

traffic would mainly use the Bridleway path linking Chelmick Drive to Snatchfields Lane, 

bypassing the Clive Avenue Conflict Area.  However, all car and commercial vehicle 

journeys have to pass through the CACA. We anticipate that during periods of inclement 

weather motorised transport will be the preferred option for all Snatchfields residents - 

this will considerably amplify the risks for CACA pedestrian traffic. 

TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS  -  CLIVE AVENUE CONFLICT AREA  -  02 FEBRUARY 2019 
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Traffic Area 2 Results - Saturday, 2 February 2019  -  7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Traffic passing through the 200m Clive Avenue Conflict Area 

12 hour period 7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Total count: 

    Cars     313 

    Commercial      23 

    Adult Pedestrians  132 

    Child Pedestrians    29 

    Cyclists        8 

Total movement count     505 

TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS  -  CLIVE AVENUE CONFLICT AREA  -  02 FEBRUARY 2019 
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Traffic & Pedestrian Conflicts & Events 

Another purpose of the Surveys on 28 January and 2 February was to observe driver behaviour and note 

any observed safety concerns. 39 incidents (poor driver behaviour, several ‘near misses’ etc) were 

observed over the two days. The following examples are described ‘word for word’ from observer notes: 

• Emergency braking commercial vehicle at turn out of CA 

• Commercial Vehicle turning from WSS to CA at high speed – no braking 

• Car parked in CA outside Sandford Nursing Home – nearly struck by speeding vehicle turning into CA  

• Car pulled out to centre of WSS/CA Junction to avoid two Pedestrians (Adults) 

• Pedestrian (Adult) forced to take vehicle avoidance action at CA ‘pinch points’ 

• Pedestrians (2 x Adults, 1 x Child & 2 x Dogs) forced to take vehicle avoidance action 

• 2 x vehicles trying to edge past (unsuccessfully) dustcart at CA ‘pinch point’ 

• Conflict between 3 Pedestrians (1adult/2 children) ascending CA and vehicle. Car stopped suddenly 

to allow Pedestrians to edge past 

• 3 x Vehicle/2 x Pedestrian conflict on CA 

• Several cars slowed speed going up CA due to Winter sun 

• Dustcart descending CA slowly, holding up 2 cars, 3 vans and 1 truck 

• Building materials delivery truck caused car to reverse at CA ‘pinch point’ 

• 1 x car reversing into CA after parking to use post box 

• 4 x U Turns at WSS/CA Junction 

• 2 x cars parked on narrow section of CA 

• 1 x car parked at Junction of WSS/CA – passengers disembarking. 

• 1 x delivery van parked at Junction of WSS/CA 

• 1 x car parked at Junction of WSS/CA 

• 1 x car parked 15 metres into CA, front wheels turned outwards 

• 2 x cars reversing into CA from WSS 

 

What RoSPA says about child pedestrians and rural roads in May 2018:  “Rural roads are narrow and 

often have no pavement or crossing facilities. Child pedestrian casualties in rural areas are more likely to 

occur when children are walking along the road rather than crossing it.  Per billion vehicle miles, motor 

vehicles on minor roads create more pedestrian casualties than motor vehicles on major roads.” 

Additionally, we believe the growing concerns expressed by road safety research bodies about the 

negative effects of ‘traffic intimidation’ on resident’s perception of their environment, is pertinent to our 

ongoing study.  In respect of the proposed Snatchfield development, we intend to gauge this through a 

resident’s ‘experiences’ survey.  We cannot allow a situation where residents are too scared to walk! 
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Part 2 
 

Saturday 27 April 2019 

Storm Hannah!  Very high winds, rain all day and mild  

& 

Tuesday 30 April 2019 

Dry, Very Sunny and Mild 
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Traffic Area 1 Results - Saturday, 27 April 2019  -  7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Traffic entering / leaving Clive Avenue j/w Watling street South. 

There were a total of 598 vehicle and pedestrian movements over the 12 hour period  - 

the busiest peak hours were 10.00am to 3.00pm accounting for 307 movements (51%). 

In total 193 pedestrians/cyclists accounted for 32% of all movements over the 12 hour 

survey period, compared with 273 (43%) for the Part 1 Saturday survey conducted on 2 

February 2019. We attribute this significant difference to the influence of Storm Hannah 

which persisted throughout the entire survey on April 27.  Basically, more car journeys 

and fewer pedestrian movements were recorded. 

Child pedestrian movements, accounted for 2.5% of all movements (5% for Saturday 2 

Feb) with 11 of the 15 movements recorded occurring between 3.00pm and 7.00pm.   

The persistent high winds and rain provided a useful insight into the influences bad 

weather brings to bear. Despite fallen trees being reported during the day, pedestrian and 

cyclists accounted for nearly a third of all traffic movements.    

TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS  -  CLIVE AVENUE  j/w  WATLING ST SOUTH  -  27 APRIL 2019 
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Traffic Area 1 Results - Saturday, 27 April 2019  -  7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Traffic entering leaving Clive Avenue j/w Watling Street South 

12 hour period 7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Total count: 

    Cars     380 

    Commercial      25 

    Adult Pedestrians  175 

    Child Pedestrians    15 

    Cyclists        3 

Total movement count     598 

TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS  -  CLIVE AVENUE  j/w  WATLING ST SOUTH  -  27 APRIL 2019 
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Traffic Area 1 Results - Tuesday, 30 April   -  7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Traffic entering / leaving Clive Avenue j/w Watling Street South 

There were a total of 892 vehicle and pedestrian movements over the 12 hour period  - the 

busiest peak hours were 8.00am to Noon and 3.00pm to 6.00pm accounting for 337 (38%) 

and 260 (29%) movements respectively.  Around two-thirds of all movements were 

recorded in those seven hours. 

In total pedestrians/cyclists accounted for 26% of all movements (231) over the 12 hour 

survey period.  Again, pedestrians and cyclists accounted for just over 1 in every 4 

movements.   

Total vehicle movements numbered 661 (74%).  Nearly 1 in 5 of these movements were 

made by clearly identifiable commercial vehicles  -  123 movements  (19% of total vehicle 

movements) 

Child pedestrian movements, accounted for 5% of all movements. Young people 

accounted for over 1 in every 5 pedestrian movements.  However, a group of young road 

runners contributed to a spike in young pedestrian headcount between 5.00om and 6.00pm 

In addition, 4 mobility scooter movements were noted and recorded separately during the 

observation period. 

TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS  -  CLIVE AVENUE  j/w  WATLING ST SOUTH  -  30 APRIL 2019 
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Traffic Area 1 Results - Tuesday, 30 April 2019  -  7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Traffic entering / leaving Clive Avenue j/w Watling street South. 

 

Total count: 

    Cars     538 

    Commercial    123 

    Adult Pedestrians  169 

    Child Pedestrians    49 

    Cyclists      13 

Total movement count     892 

    + Mobility Scooter      4 

TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS  -  CLIVE AVENUE  j/w  WATLING ST SOUTH  -  30 APRIL 2019 
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Traffic Area 2 Results - Saturday, 27 April 2019  -  7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Traffic passing through the 200m Clive Avenue Conflict Area 

There were a total of 464 vehicle and pedestrian movements over the 12 hour period  - 

the busiest peak hours were 9.00am to 5.00pm accounting for 370 movements (80%). 

In total 96 pedestrians/cyclists accounted for 21% of all movements over the 12 hour 

survey period, compared with 169 (33%) for the Part 1 Saturday survey conducted on 2 

February 2019.  Again, we attribute this significant difference to residents/visitors 

preferring vehicular transport given the prevailing storm conditions.  

There were just 5 child pedestrian movements throughout the very stormy day. However, 

the number of vehicle movements where greater than those recorded on Saturday 2 

February  -  368 (79% of all movements) versus 336 (66%). 

Consequently, the pedestrians/cyclist traffic in very poor weather conditions on Saturday, 

27 April were more likely to encounter motor vehicles on their journey, than would have 

been the case on the fair weather Saturday of 2 February. 

 

 

TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS  -  CLIVE AVENUE CONFLICT AREA  -  28 JANUARY 2019 
TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS  -  CLIVE AVENUE CONFLICT AREA  -  27 April 2019 
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Traffic Area 2 Results - Saturday, 27 April 2019  -  7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Traffic passing through the 200m Clive Avenue Conflict Area 

12 hour period 7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Total count: 

    Cars     346 

    Commercial      22 

    Adult Pedestrians    90 

    Child Pedestrians      5 

    Cyclists        1 

Total movement count     464 

TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS  -  CLIVE AVENUE CONFLICT AREA  -  27 APRIL 2019 
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Traffic Area 2 Results - Tuesday, 30 April 2019  -  7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Traffic passing through the 200m Clive Avenue Conflict Area 

There were a total of 705 vehicle and pedestrian movements over the 12 hour period  - 

the busiest peak hours were 8.00am to Noon and 3.00pm to 6.00pm accounting for 258 

(37%) and 212 (30%) movements respectively.  Just over two-thirds of all movements were 

recorded in those seven hours. 

Total pedestrians/cyclists accounted for 20% (1 in 5) of all movements over the 12 hour 

survey period.  This included a group of young runners passing downhill through the 

entirety of the Clive Avenue Conflict Area.   

Child pedestrian movements, accounted for 6% of all movements, and were weighted 

towards the conventional walking to and from school hours. 

4 Mobility Scooter movements were also recorded, but have not been included in the core 

data.   

TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS  -  CLIVE AVENUE CONFLICT AREA  -  30 APRIL 2019 
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Traffic Area 2 Results - Tuesday, 30 April 2019  -  7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Traffic passing through the 200m Clive Avenue Conflict Area 

12 hour period 7.00am to 7.00pm 

 

Total count: 

    Cars     474 

    Commercial      90 

    Adult Pedestrians    91 

    Child Pedestrians    43 

    Cyclists        7 

Total movement count     705 

TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS  -  CLIVE AVENUE CONFLICT AREA  -  30 APRIL 2019 
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Traffic & Pedestrian Conflicts & Events 

63 incidents of poor driver behaviour, several ‘near misses’ etc were observed over the two days. The 

following list is drawn from observer notes: 

• 5 X Car crossed CA/WSS junction at high speed  

• Car crossed CA/WSS junction at high speed — driver on phone! 

• 2 X High speed  turn into CA from WSS 

• 5 X 360° vehicle turn in CA/WSS junction —  one a parcel van 

• 15 X CACA car on pedestrian conflict 

• CACA 2 Pedestrians: 1Adult & 1 Child ran up CA to avoid  2 car ‘1up, 1down’ sandwich conflict 

• CACA 10 strong walking group  -  downhill car conflict — group forced into single file 

• Near Miss:  Car turning into CA meets car turning out of Snatchfields Lane   -  nearly collide 

• 8 X CACA vehicle on vehicle conflicts 

• 2 X Left turn from WSS into CA on wrong side of the road 

• 2 X Car reversing from WSS into CA 

• CACA Near Miss: Runner meets  speeding car coming down CA 

• Near Miss:  2 speeding cars along WSS close to CA junction 

• Lorry stopped just beyond CA junction 

• Near Miss: Car emerging from Snatchfields Lane and car coming down CA, two schoolchild 

pedestrians at junction of Snatchfields Lane/ CA 

• Van meets 4x4 conflict both stopped + car reversing out of private drive onto CA 

• Conflict at junction, 2 vans, one towing a trailor 

• Van on Van conflict at WSS/CA junction 

• CACA Van on 2 pedestrians conflict 

• Van on Pedestrian conflict at WSS/CA junction 

• Car parked at post box—driver left engine running to chase post van on foot 

• Van on car conflict at junction  -  car heading north up WSS turning R into CA meets Van 

• Serious conflict: Car turning out Snatch Lane into CA meets car turning into CA from WSS 

• 2 X Car reverses out of Snatchfields Lane into CA 

• Car doing U turn in CA/WSS junction forces car travelling down CA to stop 

• Flat bed delivery vehicle reverses out of Snatchfields Ln in to CA and heads uphill into CACA 

• CACA Car v Comm V travelling in opposing direction—car forced to break hard so CV can pass 

• Large SUV parks on CACA forcing 5 approaching vehicles to stop before passing 

• Car & 4X4 parked at bottom of CA causing obstruction to other vehicles 

• 2 Children and straying football in middle of road when 2 cars passed 
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Snatchfields SamDev Proposal Site CST021 
 

Community Conducted 

Clive Avenue 

Traffic Movement Survey 

Monday 28 January 2019 
Dry, Very Sunny and Cold (0°C) 

Saturday 2 February 2019 
Dry, Very Sunny and Cold (0°C) 

Saturday 27 April 2019 
Storm Hannah!  Very high winds, rain all day and mild  

Tuesday 30 April 2019 
Dry, Very Sunny and Mild 

Analysis, Summary & Recommendations 
3 
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Data Analysis 
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Monitoring Periods 

The 4 X 12 monitoring periods (7.00am to 7.00pm) covered two Saturdays - 2 February and 27 April - and 

two weekdays Monday 28 January and Tuesday 30 April. This allowed us to consider if there were any 

discernible road usage differences between weekends and weekdays. The weather was very good for 

three of the days being fine, dry very sunny with temperatures in the cold/mild spectrum. The one 

exception was Saturday 27 April when Storm Hannah blasted high winds and torrential rain for the 

duration of the monitoring period. However, this enabled us to evaluate the influence of severe storm 

conditions on road usage. Not everyone hunkered down at home - one brave walking group forged their 

way up Clive Avenue! 

Sunrise/Sunset Timings: 

       Sunrise  Sunset  Hours of Daylight 

Monday  28 January 2019   08.01   16.47       8 hrs  47 mins 

Saturday  2 February 2019   07.53   16.56      9 hrs  04 mins 

Saturday 27 April 2019 (Storm)  05.48   20.29   14 hrs  41 mins 

Tuesday 30 April 2019   05.42   20.34   14 hrs  52 mins 

Note:  The first two survey days both started and ended in twilight/dark conditions; the last two survey 

days enjoyed daylight conditions throughout. 

Data Fields (Categories) 

Data was collected across 5 fields being: Cars, Commercial Vehicles, Cyclists, Adult Pedestrians and Child 

Pedestrians.  Data was collected in hourly intervals for each 12 hour monitoring period.  Observers 

worked two hour shifts to avoid fatigue factoring into the results.  We kept a separate note of any 

Mobility Scooter movements. 

Two Data Sets 

We recorded two sets of quantitative data: 

 The first data set measured all traffic/pedestrian movements moving in 

and out of Clive Avenue at its junction with Watling Street South.  

 

 

 

The second data set recorded all the vehicle/pedestrian movements coming 

in and out of Snatchfields Lane. 

Doing this allowed us to isolate all movements through the full Clive Avenue 

Conflict Area [CACA} which runs for about 200 metres between the Avenue’s 

junctions with Snatchfields Lane and Ragleth Road.  However, Pedestrian 

usage may be understated as we could not monitor those pedestrians 

entering the higher section of CACA to access or exit the popular Coffin Path 

footpath. 
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Quantitative Observations 

 

2,980 

Vehicle and Pedestrian movements were recorded over the 4 X 12 hours monitoring periods 

 

 

Qualitative Observations 

102 

Incidents of Concern were noted, and some were photographed 

The Monitoring Team also noted incidents of concern and these have now been broken down into 

categories and geographical areas. Doing this gave us a good qualitative understanding of the various 

difficulties and dangers faced by differing classes of road user. 

 

Rationale 

Just a reminder, that our motive for conducting into this survey is to collate a body of scientifically 

founded evidence.  There is a general belief that incremental residential development over many years 

has reached a tipping point with regard to road safety. 

 

Primary Mission Question 

Has the gradual urbanisation of what is quintessentially a cul-de-sac network of rural roads in an AONB 

reached a critical danger point for road users? 

 

Here follows a Summary of Findings which provides useful directional pointers, if not a full answer, to the 

above question.  
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Contrasting the two Saturday surveys revealed that Pedestrians/Cyclists accounted 43% (273) of all (639) 

recorded traffic movements on 2 February but declined to 32% (193) for the very stormy 27 April which 

still recorded a total of 598 movements due to higher Motorised Vehicle movements.  

Child Pedestrian numbers for the stormy Saturday more than halved from the level recorded for the fair 

weather Saturday 2 February — 32 versus 15 movements. 

Over the four survey days, there was a total of 896 Pedestrian movements of which 86% (770) were 

adults and 14% (126) designated as child pedestrians (under 18 years of age).   

The two weekdays carried a much higher total of Motorised Vehicle movements totalling 1,276 

compared with 771 for the two Saturdays.  There was also a steady flow of Commercial Vehicles 

averaging around 10 movements per hour over the two 12-hourly weekday survey periods.  A Saturday 

versus weekday Commercial Vehicle comparison yields a total of 53 movements for the two Saturdays 

contrasted with 244 for the two weekdays.  Commercial Vehicles ranged in size from modest van to 

refuse collection scale. 
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For Motorised Vehicle movements the chart shows volume building from 7.00am to a plateau around 

midday  -  thereafter gradually declining to the 7.00pm end of the Saturday survey periods.  The general 

picture is that the junction is in constant use on Saturdays. 

Pedestrian/Cyclist traffic shows a build to around 11.00am; then a holding pattern to around 3.00pm 

before trending downwards.  If we exclude stormy April 27, we can see that between the hours of 

10.00am and 3.00pm Pedestrian/Cyclists numbers do not lag that far behind Motorised Vehicle 

movements and, for the 2.00pm to 3.00pm block on 2 February, actually modestly exceeded them  -  39 

people powered movements versus 37 vehicle movements. 

There is a constant mix of people and vehicle movements in and out Clive Avenue at its junction with 

Watling Street South.  
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Over the two weekdays 1,743 movements were recorded passing through the junction; 1276 (73%) were 

Motorised Vehicles and 467 (27%) Pedestrians/Cyclists.  In addition 4 Mobility Scooter movements were 

noted. 

Just above 1 in 4 movements were made by Pedestrian/Cyclists over the 12 hour survey period. 

Over a 24 hour weekday we would expect total movements to comfortably exceed 1,000 per full day. 

Again over the two days, there was an average of 53 Motorised Vehicle movements per hour versus and 

average of 19.5 Pedestrian/Cyclists movements per hour. 

The spike in Pedestrian/Cyclists number for 30 April 17.00 to 18.00 was largely due to a group of young 

runners coming down Clive Avenue. 

It is clear from the above data that the junction was busy throughout the survey period  -  we would 

reasonably expect pedestrian numbers to be higher during the warmer summer months as greater 

numbers of walkers pass through the junction. 
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For Saturday 2 February, there was 1 Pedestrian/Cyclist movement for every 2 Motorised Vehicle 

movements, a ratio/of 1 in 3. 

Severe storm conditions experienced on Saturday 27 April produced a different ratio of 1 in 5 due to 

greater car usage and reduced cycle/pedestrian movements.  However, the c. 20% of who walked or 

cycled faced a more challenging road environment due to the very poor weather conditions and 

heightened (+ 10.5 % ) car usage. 

Commercial Vehicle movements were consistent across the two Saturdays, but the most marked 

difference was in Child Pedestrian movements — 29 recorded for the fair weather Saturday of 2 February 

relative to just 5 for the Storm Hannah day.    

The two weekdays surveyed were far busier than the two Saturdays (total movements of 969 versus 

1407) particularly with regard to Commercial Vehicle movements which averaged 23 over the two 

Saturdays relative to 96 over the two week days.   

Pedestrian/Cyclist movements  averaged 141 over the four survey days, but increased to 156 if the Storm 

Hannah Saturday results are excluded.   

The weekday ratio of Pedestrian/Cyclist movements to Motorised Vehicles approximates to 1:4 
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For Motorised Vehicle movements the chart shows volume building from 7.00am to a plateau around 

midday  -  thereafter a modest fall leads to a holding pattern that then tails off from around 4.00pm.  

Pedestrian/Cyclist movements show a similar pattern for 2 February, but clearly Storm Hannah on 27 April 

markedly lowered pedestrian/cyclist usage with the exception of 12.00 to 13.00 block.  

The Clive Avenue Conflict Area is in constant use, even by Pedestrians. There is a higher probability of a 

Pedestrian encountering one or more motorised vehicles on their journeys than encountering no vehicles 

at all.  We have based this on the principle that most downhill Pedestrians can clear the CACA in 1-2 

minutes; uphill pedestrians 2-3 minutes.  Motorised Vehicle Movements ranged from 13 per hour (c. 1 

every 4 minutes) to 51 per hour (c. nearly 1 per minute) over the two Saturdays.  On average, some 29 

motorised vehicles per hour passed through the CACA  over the two Saturdays — about 1 vehicle every 2 

minutes. 

Given the CACA walk times , we can begin to understand why vehicle on pedestrian conflicts are 

commonplace.  The additional traffic movements from a 80+ household increment will increase 

Motorised Vehicle usage by as much two-thirds and possibly higher for those Storm Hannah type days. 

This data needs to be considered within the context of the ’Incidents of Concern’ report. 
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For Motorised Vehicle movements the chart shows volume building from 7.00am to a plateau around 

midday  -  dipping for 2 hours before regaining peak momentum. 

Pedestrian/Cyclist movements show a similar trend except for the 8.00 to 9.00 and 14.00 to 16.00 periods 

which tick upwards coinciding with ‘school walk’ hours. 

Over the two days 1,407movements through Clive Avenue Conflict Area were recorded; 1107 (79%) were 

Motorised Vehicles and 300 (21%) Pedestrians/Cyclists.  In addition 4 Mobility Scooter movements were 

noted. 

Just over 1 in 5 movements were made by Pedestrian/Cyclists over the 12 hour survey period. 

Over a typical 24 hour weekday we would expect total movements to be in the range of 850 to 950 per 

full day. 

Again, over the combined 2 day survey periods, there was average of 46 Motorised Vehicle movements 

per hour versus an average of 12.5 Pedestrian Cyclist movements per hour.   

The Clive Avenue Conflict Area is in constant use, even by Pedestrians. There is a higher probability of a 

Pedestrian encountering one or more motorised vehicles on their weekday  journeys than encountering 

no vehicles at all.  We have based this on the principle that most downhill Pedestrians can clear the CACA 

in 1-2 minutes; uphill pedestrians 2-3 minutes.  Motorised Vehicle Movements ranged from 32 per hour 

(c. 1 every 2 minutes) to 59 per hour (1 per minute) over the two weekdays.   

Given the CACA walk times , we can begin to understand why vehicle on pedestrian conflicts are 

commonplace.  The additional traffic movements from a 80+ household increment will increase 

Motorised Vehicle traffic by as much two-thirds and probably higher for wet weather days. 

This data needs to be considered within the context of the Incidents of Concern report which concludes 

with a series of Recommendations. 
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Finally, this chart shows weekday Motorised Vehicles number versus those of Child Pedestrians. 

There are clearly more students walking from school-to-home in the evenings than home-to-school in the 

mornings. From a road safety perspective, we need to consider the relative volumes of Motorised 

Vehicles. 

The smaller morning group faced an average of 47 Motorised Vehicles per hour whilst the larger evening 

group which faced a corresponding average of 51 per hour. If we simply reweighted these numbers for an 

uplift of 80 additional households the morning group would contend with 78 vehicles per hour, one 

every 46 seconds, and the evening group 85, one every 42 seconds. 

We also note that daylight availability may be a factor in walking to and from school.  Sunrise for 28 

January was 08.01 and sunset 16.47, so our 7.00am to 7.00pm survey period started and finished in 

darkness.  30 April enjoyed full daylight throughout the survey period  -  this could explain the uplift in 

Child Pedestrian numbers, particularly in the late afternoon/early evening period. 

In order to get a better handle on ‘road safety’ the Monitoring Team noted more than 100 incidents of 

concern over the 4 survey day periods, some involuntarily involving young people. 

Our Summary of Findings includes a closer examination of the Watling Street South and Clive Avenue 

junction and the Clive Avenue conflict Area access route noting the difficulties and dangers faced by all 

road user groups. 
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‘Incidents of Concern’ Analysis 
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Incidents of Concern 

Up and down the country no Local Authority can better understand the road safety issues than the local 

residents who experience the road environment every day.  In this context, what the Local Authorities 

sometimes perceive from quantitative data may be far removed from reality of resident’s actual 

(qualitative) experiences.  For example, during the course of our surveys a number of local residents 

approached a member of the Monitoring Team to voice concerns and share experiences.  

These are two such experiences: 

Nursery Manager:  We were advised that a local Nursery 

mounts weekly walks for their young charges to visit the 

Nature Reserve accessed from Ragleth Road. The most 

direct route would be via the Clive Avenue Conflict Area, but 

this is considered to be unsafe.  Instead a much longer route 

is taken, south down Watling Street South and then via the 

Coffin Path to Clive Avenue (see map opposite) which leaves 

about 50 metres of CACA to contend with rather than its full 

200m length. If the CACA gets any busier the Nature Reserve 

outings may have to be curtailed. 

 

 

 

 

 

Bridleways Resident:  Asked if we 

had observed any difficulties for 

cars turning out of the Snatchfields 

Lane into Clive Avenue. The 

gentleman outlined a number of 

historical ‘close calls’ he had 

experienced as a resident driver. 

The basic issue is that driver 

attention needs to be 

simultaneously focussed in two 

opposing directions in order to 

make a safe turn out of SL into CA.  

This is not physically possible and 

the real danger is any vehicle 

turning from WSS into CA at speed. 

His experiences were backed up by 

Monitoring Team observations. 
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Clive Avenue Incidents of Concern 

We feel the best way of outlining the ‘Incidents of Concern’ observations is to start from Watling Street 

South junction with Clive Avenue and work our way up the Snatchfields Development access route. 

However, we advise that certain observations have been excluded, in particular the numerous failures of 

vehicle drivers to use turning indicators. This is simply because many drivers are taught not to deploy 

indicator lights when no other traffic is present.  Such judgements can be subjective, so we felt that in the 

interests of fairness such events should be excluded from our analysis. 

Watling Street South j/w Clive Avenue 

This is a very complex crossroads junction which also hosts or has in close proximity a: 

• Methodist Church 

• Community Hall 

• Pillar Post Box 

• Nursing home car park/ambulance entrance 

CA Incidents of Concern include: 

• Watling Street South [WSS] traffic crossing the 

Clive Avenue [CA] junction at high speed - 

(multiple)- one such driver using a mobile ‘phone 

 

 

 

 

• Vehicles in WSS parking too close to the CA junction restricting or blocking the view of other drivers 

trying to turn into WSS from CA and Crossways - (multiple) 

 

• Vehicles parked by the Post Box, so drivers could post their mail - (multiple) 
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CA Incidents of Concern include: (continued) 

• Vehicles parking or stopping on the junction - (multiple) 
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CA Incidents of Concern include: (continued) 

 

• Vehicles travelling SW down WSS turning left into CA at high speed with momentum carrying 

vehicles onto the wrong side of CA - (multiple) 

• Car versus Pedestrian conflicts at or near the junction - (multiple) 

• Use of the junction mouth as a turning circle - (multiple) 

• Vehicles executing a blind reverse from WSS into CA 

We also noted that many pedestrians actually cross CA very close to the junction mouth - particularly 

those walking downhill. 

 

Clive Avenue popular with walkers, cyclists and young runners! 
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Clive Avenue Conflict Area 

• Vehicles accelerating to climb up CA - often facing directly into the sun (multiple) 

• Drivers taking a hand off the steering wheel to deploy sunscreens 

• Vehicles parking inconsiderately further narrowing pinch points and forcing pedestrians into the 

middle of the road (multiple) 
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Clive Avenue Conflict Area  (continued) 

 

• Drivers showing a lack of consideration to adults / young children including those using a pushchair 

• Vehicle-on-pedestrian conflicts - some drivers exhibiting poor roadcraft skills (multiple) 
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Clive Avenue Conflict Area  (continued) 

 

• Pedestrians running uphill to seek sanctuary from a two vehicle sandwich 

• Vehicle-on-vehicle conflicts (multiple) 

• Vehicles squeezing past pedestrians — variable speeds - (multiple)  

• Vehicles reversing into CACA from private drives  

• Dogs on long leads straying into road  

• Walking group forced into single file by passing traffic 

• Youths with wayward football and vehicle conflict 

• Vehicles moving onto wrong side of CACA to turn into left into Ragleth Road 
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Summary 

  

We have published this report to help Shropshire Council’s Highway and Planning Departments make 

the right decisions concerning further residential buildings development impacting upon the Clive Avenue 

Conflict Area, highlighting: 

• There are significant, existing, dangerous road safety issues, for drivers, cyclists and pedestrians, 

travelling the route to or from the proposed Snatchfields site. These can be expected to deteriorate 

due to already approved infill planning developments.  

• Surveyed volumes of vehicular, cyclist and pedestrian movements are at higher levels than those 

indicated by a Planning Officer at the Church Stretton consultation meeting. The reality is 8 

movements per household per day. 

• 102 safety related incidents observed/recorded over the four 12-hour survey periods, excluding 

minor traffic violations 

• The proposed Snatchfields development would increase vehicle movements volume, at the already 

unsafe Clive Avenue Conflict Area, by at least two thirds. 

• Some residents would experience a three-fold increase in traffic passing by their homes. 

While this report concentrates on factual material gathered through community conducted surveys, we 

also note relevant sections of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), in particular: 

• That development can be prevented or refused on highways grounds if there would be an 

unacceptable impact on highway safety, or the residual cumulative impacts on the road network 

would be severe. 

In assessing sites that may be allocated for development in plans, or specific applications for 

development, it should be ensured that: 

• Safe and suitable access to the site can be achieved for all users. 

• Any significant impacts from the development on the transport network (in terms of capacity and 

congestion) or on highway safety, can be cost effectively mitigated to an acceptable degree. 

The authors believe that this report evinces that ‘an unacceptable impact on road safety’ already exists 

due to the drip fed nature of granting planning consents, one or two dwellings at a time, over a long 

period of time.  

Public safety, on the already unsuitable and unsafe road infrastructure, would be compromised to a 

critically dangerous degree by the increased traffic movement numbers resulting from any development 

at the Snatchfields site. In our opinion, there are no viable mitigation measures capable of resolving the 

inherent deficiencies in the current Clive Avenue Conflict Area route layout.  Further development will 

only exacerbate an already intimidating and dangerous pedestrian environment within an AONB rural 

environment. 
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Considering the observed ’near misses’ it can only be a question of time before a serious road incident 

occurs. This report is the only current means of reliably assessing the creeping negative impact on the 

road safety environment by drip fed housing development over many years. 

Mitigation Recommendations 

The following will hopefully be viewed as prospective practical reliefs and improvements that will help 

alleviate some of the safety issues in the roads immediately connecting to the Clive Avenue Conflict Area: 

Watling Street South j/w Clive Avenue 

• That the junction be assessed for mini roundabout suitability - in theory this should slow traffic 

moving through the junction from all four directions 

• If the above is impractical, consider narrowing the CA entry point by extending the northerly 

pavement (by the Sandford Nursing Home) outwards.  The desired effect is to prevent traffic 

traveling SW down WSS from turning into CA at an unsafe speed 

• If both these options are impractical, consider how best to give priority to traffic emerging from 

Snatchfields Lane 

• Move the Pillar Post Box to midway down Crossways where there are safer parking prospects - this 

will stop vehicles from parking on the northerly WSS/CA corner 

• According to the Highway Code no vehicles should park within 10 metres (32 feet) of a road 

junction, but this is neither observed, nor enforced at this junction.  We therefore recommend the 

deployment of double yellow lines with some regular enforcement measures put in place. 

Snatchfields Lane j/w Clive Avenue 

This is a high risk accident area and some the mitigation suggestion for the above junction would help.  In 

addition, the following suggestions will hopefully be worthy of exploration: 

• Painted SLOW road markings both above and below the junction 

• Placement of a dual aspect mirror so that vehicle drivers emerging from Snatchfields Lane can have 

a single, instant view of CA traffic in both directions 
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Mitigation Recommendations (continued) 

Clive Avenue Conflict Area 

We cannot envisage any improvements that would make a meaningful difference to road safety.  Road 

widening does not seem to be achievable without physically demolishing existing properties - in the lower 

CACA sections there are no gardens to trim! 

This rural lane isn’t really suited to traffic calming measures given the steep gradient. 

On the basis of our observations there is a very high level of conviction that a road safety tipping point 

has been reached, if not surpassed. Consequently, we ask that Shropshire Council imposes an immediate 

moratorium on all further residential and commercial development along the entirety of the rural cul-

de-sac network described herein.  If there is any doubt about doing so, then please take a good long look 

at the Incidents of Concern images in this report. Some are shocking! 

The time for action has arrived and we call for a halt to the urbanisation of a cul-de-sac network of rural 

roads in an AONB.  If a development moratorium is not granted, then Shropshire Council needs to define 

how many additional households it believes the road system can accommodate before the Clive Avenue 

Conflict Area is judged to be too dangerous. 

We will also be conducting a paper questionnaire based survey of all Snatchfields rural cul-de-sac 

households to capture more detailed local road safety data, including personal road user experiences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Copyright Note:  The survey data, analysis and report are freely available, as a body of evidence, to any 

third party and is consequently copyright free.  However, it must not be altered or redesigned in any way, 

especially if being used evidentially for any legal process.   


